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On the evening when I arrived, and sat for the first
time smoking with Mitkhal, a profusion of bright-colored
rugs had been laid in the sand, near the hareemlik wall.
On these rugs was placed an ordinary bed mattress (which
I discovered later had been made in Germany); over
this, softer rugs were spread, and camel saddles were
placed at each end, against which we reclined.
Mansour had disappeared. We sat watching el«gamar,
the rising moon. Under the far southeast corner of the
canopy, two black slaves sat hunched beside the coffee pit,
where a smoldering fire glowed.
Out of the east, and silhouetted for a moment against
the sky, came a procession of camels—a part of Mitkhal's
flocks, returning from pasture.
Warriors of his bodyguard, from neighboring tents, by
ones and twos and threes, came quietly, touching hand to
forehead with a low "Salaam Aleikum" and seated them-
selves in the sand,1 until some thirty or forty had formed
a semicircle. Most of them lighted cigarettes with flint
and tinder (the Bedouins, like western cowboys, habit-
ually "roll their own") ; a few of them engaged in low-
toned conversation, but for the most part they were silent.
The moon, now golden red, was mounting high, and
flooded the hills with a bright, warm light. A slave
moved about the semicircle, with coffee pot and two little
clinking cups, from which all drank In turn. Mansour
1 The Arabian desert Is not a "sea of sand" like the traditional desert
of fiction. One may cross the northern desert from Syria to Irak
without ever encountering sand; there are immense stretches of hard,
baked clay, others of gravel and flint. Our first Beni Sakhr encamp-
ment was on a sandy hillside in territory where gravel and clay pre-
dominated in the surrounding topography. The only great sand waste
which my own wayfaring touched was the edge of the Nefud, three
hundred miles southeastward.

